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. To enhance the ability of the learners'to structure and organize thoughts.

. To improve the learner in forming balanced arguments and use reasoning..
o To develop team spirit among the students.

o To enable students to think from multi-faceted angles or diverse perspectives.

. To expand one's knowledge of things, either general or in specific area.

DESCRIPTION:

"For gcod ideas and true innovatiailT you need human interaction/ conflict, argument,

debate." -Margaret Fleffernan

Decades of academic research have proven that the benefits that accrue as a result of engaging in

debate are numerous. It helps learners to see the power of deploying rational, reasoned arguments

and compelling evidence in action. It enables them to elurcidate their standpoint through utilizing

rhetorical eloquence. It inscills in debaters a great sense of poise and confidence. It teaches them

the skills of researching, organizing, and presenting information ia a compelling fashion.

t(eeping such benefits in mind, an activity "Contra-Diction Englrsh Debate" was conducted for young

and inquisitive students of class VII (A-E) on the topic "Soci.ti Networkirrg Sites- Boon or Bane?".

Four students (Two pairs) were selected from each class tc spea[< for and against the motion, The

whoie idea behind the activity was to sensitize the audience showcasing the pros and cons of the

topic. Adding to it, was tlre objective of instilling In the learners confidence and motivation to know

more. Five teams comprising of two pairs each competed with each other, representing their

respective classes. It was a pleasure to watch our young participants as well as audience

enthusiastically engaged. At the end, a pair from Class VII-E bagged the first position.

Activities like Debate have unique educational benefits attached to it as it enhances the learners'

abilities to conceive, articulate and evaluate arguments, trar',sforming them into able leaders of

tornorrow,
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